
 

 

 

  

 
  

  

Apartment, Sandmoor Garth, Idle, BD10 

Asking Price 

£143,950 
NO CHAIN 

STUNNING APARTMENT 2ND FLOOR WITH LIFT ACCESS 

ALL DG & GCH PRIVATE RESIDENTS GATED PRIVATE PARKING 

NO CHAIN WALK IN SECURE APARTMENT 

VIEWING ESSENTIAL   

  



 

SUPERB 2ND FLOOR APARTMENT * LIFT ACCESS * DG & GCH 
& PRIVATE GATED RESIDENTS PARKING * TWO LOVELY 
BATHROOM FACLITIES * LOTS OF EXTRAS INCLUDED * THE 
APARTMENT HAS BEEN MUCH IMPROVED BY THE OWNER * 
OFFERED FOR SALE WITH NO CHAIN * BUS ROUTES OUTSIDE 
AND CLOSE TO BOTH VILLAGE FACILITIES  IN IDLE & 
THACKLEY * VIEWING ESSENTIAL *   

 
Entrance: Security intercom entrance into a grand wood floor large 
lobby, lift access along with stairs. 

Second floor: Separate entrance into the inner hallway, Firmax visual 
intercom, ch radiator, storage cupboard. 

Lounge Breakfast Kitchen: 6.65m x 3.62m (21'9 x 11'10). Wood dg 
French doors to the front with inner Upvc dg French doors, ch 
radiator, coving, TV & telephone points, carpeted. In the Kitchen area 
is a range of wall & base units in beech, granite effect work tops with 
rustic tiling above, integrated dishwasher, plumbed for an auto-
washer, stainless steel 1.5 sink with mixer tap, extractor over a 4 ring 
CDA gas hob, CDA electric oven all in stainless steel, integrated 
fridge and freezer, inset chrome ceiling lights, Remeha Avanta Plus 
condensing boiler in wall unit, side wood dg window with inner Upvc 
dg window, flooring is slate tiled floor.      

 
Bedroom 1: 4.50m x 3.41m (14'9 x 11'2). Wood dg window and 
Upvc dg inner window to front, ch radiator, fitted furniture in maple.  

 
En-Suite: 2.64m x 1.67m (8'7 x 5'5). Modern wrap around shower 
cubicle with chrome thermostat controlled unit, wash basin set on a 
corner maple vanity unit, part tiled, extractor, inset chrome ceiling 
lights, heated chrome towel rail. 

Bedroom 2: 3.69m x 2.81m (12'1 x 9'2). Wood dg window to front, ch 
radiator. 

Bathroom: Three piece P shaped modern suite in white, part tiled, 
contemporary glass shower screen, thermostatically controlled 
chrome shower unit, wash basin on a maple vanity unit, vanity 
cupboard above, extractor, inset chrome ceiling lights, heated chrome 
towel rail, flooring slate grey tiles.  

 
Extras: Blinds and carpets.  

 
Leasehold: Â£105.00 pcm includes ground rent, Building Insurance, 
maintenance of the lift, corriders, external repairs, gardens.  

 
     

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

  

 
 

 


